
        
            
                
                      We’re open on Saturdays and working by appointment during weekday business hours.

                

             
        

        
                
                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                            
                                
                            
                                
                            
                                
                            
                                
                            
                                
                            
                        


                        
                            Hours:  Sat. 11am-4pm Tues. – Fri. Please Request an Appointment.
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                        About Us
                        
                    
	
                        Products
                        	
                                Collections

                                	Bathrooms
	Doors
	Fine Art & Accessories
	Flooring & Rugs
	Furniture
	Kitchens
	Lighting
	Outdoor 


                            
	
                                Brands

                                	Altamarea
	Aqua Creations
	Arketipo
	Arrital
	Artelinea
	Artifort
	Bonaldo
	Bontempi Casa
	Cane Line
	Cattelan Italia
	Clei
	de Sede
	Draenert
	Driade
	EGO Paris


                                            	Eilersen
	Eva Solo
	Ferrolight
	Fredericia
	Fusion Tables
	Gaggenau
	Gamma
	Henzel
	Horm
	Il Loft
	Jeremy Cole
	KFF
	Kristalia
	Lago
	Lapalma


                                            	Leolux
	Leucos
	Linie Design
	L’Invisibile
	Luceplan
	Mamagreen
	Mater
	Minottiitalia
	Nicoline
	OF Outdoor Kitchens
	Ozzio
	Ozzio Italia
	Penta Lighting
	Pianca
	Planika


                                            	POL74
	Porada
	Presotto
	QLOCKTWO
	Raumplus
	Rexa Design
	Rolf Benz
	Saba Italia
	San Giacomo
	Tobias Grau
	Tonelli
	Tonin Casa
	True
	Tumidei
	Umbrosa


                                            	Varaschin
	Vibieffe
	Viccarbe
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	Why Contemporary?
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                                FEATURED VIDEO - Cattelan Italia Brushed Grey
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                                SEASONAL COLLECTION - Penta Lighting
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                    WHO’S OUR IDEAL CUSTOMER in 2023?


Despite inflation and supply chain delays, high-end furniture will be the focus of consumers in 2023. Industry experts predict the luxury furniture market will increase 40% this year.


More than any generation prior, the fabulous-under-forty professionals buying luxury furniture are building both a career and a first home simultaneously. They seek intrinsic beauty in their surroundings. They prefer neutral minimalism over claustrophobic maximalism. They want precisely the modern design style found only at Studio2b in Denver’s Rino Neighborhood. Studio 2b features contemporary furnishings that cannot be seen anywhere in between the two U.S. coasts except at Studio 2b!


Of course, Studio 2b’s customers are all ages. Buyers range from young professionals to retiring couples/empty nesters, singles, committed partners, and families.


These demographic groups share discerning taste and a desire for a personal residence finished with exceptional modern style. Studio 2b can help you with that!

        
                

            
            
            
    
        Standing Ovations for Studio 2b

        	
            	
                    I recently purchased an incredible Rolf Benz sofa from Studio 2b and we could not have had a better experience…I highly recommend Studio 2b…
                    - William Logan
                    Owner & Publisher - Modern In Denver Magazine
                
            
	
            	
                    Samantha is creative, talented and has many great suggestions. She makes working with her fun. She keeps up on current trends. I can recommend her with no hesitation. Love her product lines!
                    - Pam Meyer
                    President - Colorado Bankers Mortgage, Inc.
                
            
	
            	
                    Working with Samantha and Allen is fantastic!  They listen attentively and have been very helpful.
                    - Take Pullos
                    Denver
                
            


    



            

                
    
    	
        	
            	Be the first to know about our sales and special offers
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                                    About Studio 2b

                                    
                                        Denver, Colorado’s showroom for quality modern and contemporary furnishings for the home manufactured by leading European brands. In the business of interior design for more than two decades, Studio 2b brings a legacy portfolio of residential projects and repeat customers. Contemporary furnishings with clean lines and revolutionary functionality are the signature style of Studio 2b’s influence.
                                    

                                

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        Visit Studio 2b

                                        2527 Larimer Street, 

                Denver, CO 80205

                (303) 298-0900

                                    
                                


                                
                                    
                                        Showroom Hours:

                                        Please request an appointment 
to visit the showroom. 


Hours: Saturday 11:00 am - 4:00 pm 
 By appointment Tuesday-Friday
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                                    AccessibilityTerms & ConditionsPrivacy PolicyReturn PolicyTrade Form
                                

                                © 2024 Studio 2b - Denver. All Rights Reserved.
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